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Somedays You’re the Bug 

Rusty J. Savignac  
NESSARA President & 
Owner of Savignac Solutions 

Somedays You’re the Bug 
 

In my new role as a mobile guy assisting shops with diagnostics and programming, I get to 
see many different shops and modes of operation. In many cases, the shops have done their 
homework and the issue they’re dealing with challenges my skills but sometimes I find the 
root cause quickly and easily. Not because I’m a sorcerer or apply any magic but because 
of techniques or tips I’ve learned at countless training offerings.  
 
“We’ve got a car that keeps setting a P0300 misfire code. We tuned it up and did a fuel 
system cleaning a few weeks ago, cleared the codes, and let it go. It came back and the 
tech found misfires counting up on #4 and he says it’s got a rough idle. He’s tried swap-
ping the coil and injector and sprayed some carb cleaner around looking for a possible  
vacuum leak but it’s still not fixed. Can you come look at it?” 

A fairly quick look at the way it starts, runs and misfires corroborates the techs finding on a rough idle. I found it 

smoothed out as I raised the idle speed or put it under a load. The fuel trims didn’t support a vacuum leak. In about 2 

minutes I did a relative cranking compression test with a scope and was fairly sure it had low compression in one 

hole. I suggested that they do a mechanical compression test and #4 was found to have 80PSI. A tear-down found a 

leaking exhaust valve. 

If this example sounds somewhat familiar or you’re wondering what a “relative cranking compression test” entails, 
you probably aren’t up to speed with some clever techniques that help us find many engine mechanical issues rather 
easily. 
 
“I’ve got a 2005 Yukon XL with a charging system problem that we can’t find. It’ll stop charging from time to time, 
the headlights will dim, and the HVAC blower slows down. When this happens we find the voltage under 12 volts. 
We’ve put 2 alternators on it, tried another battery, and made sure the S belt isn’t slipping. My tech says it might 
need a PCM. Can you look at it?” 
 
A quick look and I found that the truck has a GBCM (Generator & Battery Control Module) which regulates alterna-

tor output based on system loads. A few quick circuit tests with a graphing multi-meter showed that the module was 

“dropping” alternator control intermittently. The module was replaced and I went back to program it. 

See yourself in that one perhaps? Most newer vehicles use some module control of the charging system to prolong 
battery life, minimize alternator load, and thereby increase fuel economy. This shop could have programmed the 
GBCM itself with a J-2534 device and a $55 short term subscription to GM”s Service Programming System. 
 
“We’ve got a Focus with a battery issue. We thought it needed a battery because the customer said it’d go dead over-

night sometimes. We installed a new battery to no avail. My tech thinks it has a parasitic drain of a little under 1 amp 

so he’s set up a ammeter and has been pulling fuses trying to isolate the circuit but when he removes and replaces 

some of the fuses, the car wakes up and he has to wait 45 minutes to do more testing. The customer is getting irritat-

ed, the thing is taking up shop space, and it’s costing me money. Can you help us?” 

I told him to open all the doors, trunk, and hood and latch all the latches and I’d be by to see what’s up. I arrived and 

accessed the fuse boxes. In just a few minutes I found a small voltage drop across the fuse that powered the cluster. 

We pulled and unplugged the cluster and the battery draw went down to a normal 15mA. A little research turned up a 

TSB for this issue that called for cleaning of mold from the printed circuits of the cluster and applying some dielec-

tric compound. This fixed the car. 

 

Continued on page 13…..  
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Program Transitioning to New Contractor This Fall 

 

APPLUS TECHNOLOGIES TAKES OVER OCTOBER 1, 2017 

The Massachusetts Vehicle Check Program is preparing for its next chapter.  The current  contract with Parsons 
Environment & Infrastructure Group expires on September 30, 2017, and the inspection network transitions to Applus 
Technologies on the following day, October 1.   

As part of the contract development process, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation Registry of Motor 
Vehicles Division (MassDOT/RMV) and Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) conducted six regional 
town hall-style meetings with the inspection and repair communities in November, 2014.  In developing requirements 
and specifications for the new contract, the agencies gave substantial weight to the industry input they received at 
these listening sessions.   

MassDOT/RMV and MassDEP also issued a Request for Information in August, 2014 on the state of the technology 
for emissions and safety testing. A number of parties provided the agencies with valuable “state of the art” input that 
also helped shaped the contract development process.   

As a result, some of the program changes you can expect under the new contract will include: 

 An OBD scan tool that meets California Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR) certification standards, including 
requirements for durability and communication;  

 A revised sticker design that eliminates rolls of adhesive and employs separate sticker and vehicle inspection 
report (VIR) printers, to reduce problems with the current sticker/VIR combination;  

 A larger computer monitor, with the aim of getting all non-commercial vehicle safety items on a single screen;  

 The option for wireless scan tools and bar code scanners, to reduce the number of cords coming from the 
workstation;  

 Hand-held cameras to aid in correctly identifying vehicles being inspected and documenting obvious safety 
defects;  

 In-bay cameras to identify inspectors and monitor inspection quality;  

 The ability to interrupt inspections for two-way communication with Motorist Assistance Center (MAC) staff 
when unusual test results are encountered;  

 Enhanced training opportunities for repair technicians, including no-cost training to help them keep current 
with OBD systems; and 

 Staffing of ten MACs with two Registered Emissions Repair Technicians each, to help  inspection and repair 
professionals across Massachusetts.  

Applus is rolling out a web site dedicated to the transition process that stations can use to submit forms and equipment 
payments electronically, and to learn about financing options. The new site provides details on critical dates, including 
when equipment will need to be ordered so it can be installed and ready by October 1.   

Inspectors can use the web site to enroll in orientation sessions that they will be required to attend before they may 
conduct inspections after October 1. Orientation is free, and will not affect an inspector’s current two-year 
recertification schedule.   

Please bookmark the following web site and check in often for important announcements and program-related 
information:  www.MassVehicleCheck2017.com   
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  Mechanical – Logical Diagnostics 3, 8:30-12pm 
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Mechanical – Fuel System Diagnostics, 8:30-12pm 
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Management - Employees, Your Future Depends on Them, 8:30-12pm 
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AUTOPART International - Wheel Alignment Best Practices, 8:30-12pm 
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Fire Suppression Sales and ServicesFire Suppression Sales and Services
• Fire Extinguishers

• Gas Station Fire Suppression 

• Emergency Lighting 

• Industrial Fire Suppression 

• Kitchen Fire Suppression 

• Kitchen Exhaust Cleaning

Fire Alarm Sales and ServicesFire Alarm Sales and Services
• Fire Alarm Systems

• 24 Hour Monitoring

• Electrical Work

• Security Systems (CCTV)

• Access Control

• Intercoms

Sprinkler System Sales and ServicesSprinkler System Sales and Services
• Automatic Sprinkler Systems

• Fire Dump Inspections

• Pre-Action Systems

• Tenant Fit Ups

• New Construction

• 24/7 Emergency Response

Powerwashing ServicesPowerwashing Services
• Commercial and Residential

• Fleet Washing

• All Surfaces

• Environmentally Safe Chemicals

• No job too big or small

• Fully Insured

HANDLING YOUR FIRE PROTECTION NEEDS AND MOREHANDLING YOUR FIRE PROTECTION NEEDS AND MORE

6 Progress Ave.,  Unit # 3       Tyngsboro, MA  01879

T (978) 649-4945   F (978) 649-9445    www.ASAPFIRE.COM

Somedays You’re the Bug 

Continued from page 4….. 
 
So what’s the point of these stories? Each of these diagnostic dilemmas cost the shops real money in wasted time and 
unnecessary parts. These jobs were “losers” before I was consulted and got more so when the shops wrote me a check. 
Had the techs been familiar with some simple methods to hone in on the problems, these jobs would have been money 
makers rather  that losers. The techniques that I employed are tr icks or  diagnostic methods that I learned at 
technical training at ASA Midwest’s Vision Conference. We at NESSARA have brought these same high-quality 
training programs to you here in MA and will continue to do so. 
 
So I’d suggest that you reevaluate how you handle technical training and compensation at your shop and consider the 
potential gains of investing in your staff. We are offering several top notch training classes at our upcoming training 
event on October 21st. I’d urge you to come and see what you’ve been missing and take advantage of some relevant 
training offerings by some rock star trainers. 
 
Remember the saying: Think education is expensive? Try ignorance. 
 

Rusty Savignac Pres, NESSARA 
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Mechanical - Advanced Diagnostics, 1:30-5pm 
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Somedays You’re the Bug 
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Mechanical - Turbocharger Diagnostics, 1:30-5pm 
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Why Gas Is Priced Using Fractions of a Penny  

Gas prices that end in 9/10th of a cent are standard practice today. It’s a  
practice that has its roots in the 1930s.  
 
By NACS Published: 2/22/2017  

It’s Legal 
Pricing to the 1/10th of a cent is legal in the United States — it was part of the original Coinage Act of 1792, which 
standardized the country’s currency. Among the standards set then was one related to pricing to the 1/1,000th of a 
dollar (1/10th of a cent), commonly known as a “mill.” A year later, the half-cent coin was introduced, which was 
minted through 1857. 
 
Mill pricing also was (and remains) common for property tax assessments, stock issuances and power/electricity 

bills. There are even companies that have instituted the practice. The California-based chain 99 Cents Only Stores 
prices to the fraction of a cent. In 2008, it increased the price of some of its items to 99.99 cents. 

Driven by Competition 
It wasn’t until the 1930s that fractional pricing was introduced at the gas pump. A number of factors led to the     

adoption of the practice. The driving factor was most likely taxes. The first federal gas tax was enacted as part of the  
Revenue Tax Act of 1932, establishing a federal excise tax on gasoline of 1/10th of a cent. A year later, the tax was 
increased to 1.5 cents per gallon. This event was likely the trigger in changing retailers’ mindset about how to price. 

(The current federal tax is 18.4 cents per gallon for gas and 24.4 cents per gallon for diesel fuel). 

At the same time, the country was in the midst of the Great Depression. The explosion of automobile sales of the 
1920s, and the rapid growth of gas stations to fuel them, increased demand and prices for fuel. Throughout the 1920s, 
gas prices averaged between 21 to 30 cents per gallon. However, that all changed as the Depression deepened.       

Demand fell and competition for the customer intensified. By 1930, prices were down to 20 cents per gallon, and 
they would continue to fall for the next decade. In many areas of the country, gas prices were even lower, sometimes 
less than 10 cents a gallon.  

Because of growing consumer price sensitivity, it was difficult for retailers to adjust their prices in full cents. A one-

cent price swing when gas is selling for 10 cents per gallon meant a 10% change.  

Meanwhile, fuel dispensers had gotten increasingly sophisticated since they were first invented in the 1880s. By the 
1930s, they had advanced to a level where they could dispense fuel to the fraction of a penny.  
 

 

Continued on page 26…. 

Gas prices that end in 9/10th of a cent are standard practice 
today — to such an extent that it’s now common to see the 
9/10th pre-printed on gas price signs.  
 
So why do gas prices end in 0.9 cents? It really harkens back 
to 80 years ago when a one-cent change in the price of gas was 
a big jump and fuels dispensers had become sophisticated 

enough to measure out precise volumes. Intense price competi-
tion — plus some regulation — has institutionalized the prac-
tice to the point where anything other than 0.9 cent pricing is 

unusual in the United States. 
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Management - Multi-Generational Workforce, 1:30-5pm 
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NESSARA’s Endorsed Marketing Provider 
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What can you get for $100.00 this holiday season? 
 

 A catered 5 course dinner for two at NESSARA's Scholarship Raffle Party.  

 A chance to win $250.00  in the early bird drawing, but you must buy before Nov. 1st. 

 A chance to win four $250.00  door prizes (ticket purchaser must attend party to win). 

 A chance to win $10,000.00,  $2,500.00, or  $1,000.00 in the drawing. 

 The knowledge that you helped fund the $2,500.00  Scholarships given to members’ children. 

 The chance to meet old and new friends for the evening, or treat employees to a holiday party. 

 Plus, if you buy 5 tickets, you’ll get one free. (No admission with free tickets, eligible for prizes only). 

 

 

Saturday, December 2, 2017   

6:00 pm - 11:00 pm 

Billerica Lodge of Elks 

14 Webb Brook Rd., Billerica MA 01821 

 
 

 * PRIZES * 
 Grand Prize:  $10,000 

 Second Prize:   $2,500 

 Third Prize:     $1,000 

 Four Door Prizes: $250 Each (ticket purchaser must attend party to win) 

 Two or more $2,500 Scholarships! Application must be submitted by 11/29/17 

 Additional Raffles: TV’s, Electronics, Automotive tools, gift certificates, etc., all          

donated by Members, Associate Members and Friends of NESSARA. 

 

NESSARA Scholarship Raffle Tickets are $100.00 each, and are a fantastic value. Only 300  
tickets will be sold, so order your tickets today! Complete the raffle application today and  

 

Mail to: 

NESSARA | 574 Boston Road, #12 | Billerica, MA  01821 | T: 978-667-7706 
 

(*Remember* Early Bird Entries must be received by Nov. 1st  and free tickets qualify for prizes only) 
 

Your participation and support are what makes NESSARA’s Scholarship Raffle Party  
a great event for you, your shop, your employees and the scholarship applicants.  

 
 

Good Luck to you and your family! 

NESSARA Event 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiA8rq3nZjVAhWEGj4KHUKWBDYQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcliparting.com%2Ffree-christmas-tree-clip-art-819%2F&psig=AFQjCNGsIEIm6-sLSbnN6BTJy-n8xQGYOQ&ust=1500652787515106
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiA8rq3nZjVAhWEGj4KHUKWBDYQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcliparting.com%2Ffree-christmas-tree-clip-art-819%2F&psig=AFQjCNGsIEIm6-sLSbnN6BTJy-n8xQGYOQ&ust=1500652787515106
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NESSARA Event 
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AUTOPART International - Wheel Alignment Diagnostic Solutions, 1:30-5pm 
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Student Application for 2017 Scholarships 
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Continued….Why Gas Is Priced Using Fractions of a Penny  

Continued from page 19... 
 
It’s not clear who was the first retailer to price at a fraction of a cent, but by the mid 1930s the practice was common. 
By pricing to a fraction of a cent, retailers could more easily adjust prices to lure customers. But pricing to the 1/10th 
of a cent didn’t mean that the price always ended in 0.9. A historical picture of a Maryville Oil Co. station in        
Missouri in 1937 shows prices per gallon as 7.9 cents for “white,” 9.5 cents for “bronze” and 11.5 cents for “ethyl.”  
 
Marketing Takes Over 
Over time, fuel retailers evolved to pricing at 0.9 cents. The reason is simple marketing. Retail experts have long 
known that goods prices slightly less than those priced at a whole number sound far less expensive. Something that is 
priced at $9.99 seems a lot less expensive than something priced at $10. Today, TV infomercials tout products that can 
be purchased for “four simple payments of $19.99” because it sounds a lot less expensive than $80.  
 
Fuels retailers, many of whom were sophisticated marketers themselves, found that they could increase sales when 
they dropped their price by 1/10th of a cent when it otherwise would have been priced at a whole number, and soon 
the practice became commonplace. Infrastructure advances also contributed to the practice of pricing gas at 0.9 cents.  
 
By the late 1950s, the country’s interstate system began to flourish and retailers erected giant price signs along the 
highways so that drivers could see gas prices as they sped down the road. It became even more common to see retail-
ers price at 0.9 cents because consumers were now price shopping at 60 miles per hour and often only paid attention to 
the first two digits in the price. 
 
0.9 Cents Becomes the Standard 

By the early 1970s, gas prices had reached 40 cents per gallon. Retailers didn’t necessarily need to have price changes 
in fractions of a cent because a one-cent per gallon adjustment equated to a little more than a 2% change at the pump. 

However, President Nixon’s price freezes changed everything. In August 1971, he issued temporary freezes on wages 
and prices, and he reinstituted these freezes in June 1973. Retailers lost control of their ability to set their own prices at 

the pump, which were instead calculated by a government-mandated formula that often led to pricing that had other 
fractional amounts — such as 0.2 or 0.6 cents. Frustrated consumers reacted negatively to these unusual prices and 
soon the 0.9 cent price was back — by popular demand. 

Exceptions to the Rule 

Since the 1970s, 0.9 cent pricing for gas has been the rule. But there have been a few exceptions. In 1985, the state of 
Iowa banned fractional pricing for gasoline. Prices had to be set in full cents. Retailers who violated the law could 
have faced a $100 fine and a month in jail. The law was repealed in 1989. 

A Palo Alto, California, retailer experimented with full-cent pricing in 2006 — and the results were surprising. Jim 

Davis, the owner of Jim’s Texaco, set his price at $2.99 a gallon instead of $2.999 a gallon. He told San Jose Mercury 
News that he did it as an experiment — but one that did cost him. Lopping off the 9/10th of a cent meant that he saw 
about $23 less a day in profits based on his 2,500 per day in gallons sold. And, Davis noted, no one noticed the differ-

ence.  

Worse, when customers were alerted that prices did not feature 0.9 cent pricing, they reacted negatively, assuming that 
he rounded up the price. Others questioned why he didn’t reduce the price by more — such as by 99 cents per gallon. 
Davis quickly abandoned his experiment. 

Retailers in Canada, among other countries, have fractional pricing, but while prices are often priced at the 9/10th 
cent, that’s not always the case. Because fuel is sold in litres, a one-cent adjustment is the equivalent to a 4-cent-per-

gallon change, so retailers may elect to price in other increments to lure price-sensitive customers. Prices often end in 
0.9, but you may also see 0.4, 0.2 or 0.7. (Interestingly, Canada stopped production of the penny in 2013. All retailers 
now round the transaction to the nearest nickel for those paying by cash.) 

Continued on page 30….. 
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Profitability Programs  
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Profitability Programs 
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Continued...Why Gas Is Priced Using Fractions of a Penny  

This rounding process at the fuel dispenser is fairly common in retail. For example, at a deli, a consumer may get 
0.51 pounds of turkey priced at $6.99 per pound. The price for this purchase is $3.5649, but is rounded down to 

$3.56. The practice is also in place at all retail establishments that factor in sales taxes. If a local restaurant must in-
clude a 7.25% sales tax, the final bill also is rounded up or down based on the required taxes. 

2017-09-19 11:57:18 EDT 
General Equities Confirms C-Store Sale Deal; PMG to Extend Buying Spree  
 
Connecticut-based General Equities, the owner of Food Bag convenience stores and retail fuel sites on the U.S. East 
Coast, has a pending sale deal to be completed in mid-October, Jeffery Barcome, chief operating officer at General  
Equities told OPIS on Tuesday.  He declined to comment on details of the pending deal or the identity of the buyer. 
 
OPIS learned that Food Bag has been on the sales block for the past year. Also, General Equities has been negotiating 
with Virginia-based Petroleum Marketing Group (PMG) on a sale of the entire Food Bag retail store asset to PMG. 
 
Sources told OPIS that Food Bag has 51 retail fuel sites, which fly the CITGO branded flag. These Food Bag stores 
are located in Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and Florida. 
 
After the deal is completed, PMG is expected to sell 14 of those 51 Food Bag sites with fuel supply agreements tied to 
PMG, sources said. Those 14 sites, including some in Massachusetts, New York and Connecticut, are regarded as 
lower performing retail sites, they said. 
 
PMG may also look into potential co-branding strategy for these retail stores, possibly with Dunkin Donuts, they said. 
Sources also said that Food Bag is regionally known in the retail market for cheap gasoline and cigarettes. A purchase 
of Food Bag stores will extend PMG's buying spree in the Northeast. 
 
OPIS reported in April that PMG bought Springfield, Mass., jobber Leonard E. Belcher. This deal included 13 c-
stores as well as a large number of supply-only contracts. PMG has been among the most active consolidators in re-
cent years, rivaling other roll-ups like Empire Petroleum and GPM. The deal also gives PMG a substantial commer-
cial and unbranded business formerly owned by L.E. Belcher and affiliates. 
 
--Edgar Ang, eang@opisnet.com 
 
Copyright, Oil Price Information Service                                                                                       

 

Continued from page 26… 
 
One Has an Advantage 
Overall, the average fuel retailer today 
makes about 5 cents per gallon selling gas. 
That 0.9 cent in the price makes up about 
20% of a typical store’s profits selling fuel 
in an incredibly competitive marketplace. 
 
Consumers, meanwhile, get exactly what 
they pay for at the pump, and the dispensers 
perform some simple rounding. If the final 
price ends with a fraction of a cent below 
0.5, the price is rounded down. If it is 0.5 
cent or above, it is rounded up.  

General Equities Confirms C-Store Sale Deal; PMG to Extend Buying Spree 

mailto:eang@opisnet.com
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